"The Most Dangerous Game"
by Richard Connell

ACROSS
1 person comfortable living in any culture
4 of the ruling class
7 very painful
8 unsophisticated
11 (adv) not believable, horrible
12 being honest
15 lazily
17 hopeless
18 Russian
20 bothersome things
21 not threatening
24 a large barrel
28 a classical piece of music sung aloud
30 (pl) not belonging to a specific breed or nationality
31 like a palace
32 strength
33 not believable
34 ornament on a house of ugly creatures

DOWN
1 French for 'castle'
2 sailors from the Orient (like India)
3 a part of the Atlantic Ocean
5 stubborn, violent person
6 wool material with a speckled pattern
9 'goodbye' in French
10 a region in Russia
13 able to be touched
14 (adv) mild, in a soothing manner
16 not wise
17 French musical theater
19 large river in South America
22 strange, ugly
23 lamb's fur
25 bad defeat
26 someone who beats criminals with a whip
27 thing being hunted
29 black panther
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